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greatest hits the 1990s pdf
Greatest Hits is a pop album from MC Hammer in 1996 which features his most successful singles from his
first four albums. There are currently two versions/covers of his "Greatest Hits" album, the other titled The
Hits in 2000.. Track listing. U Can't Touch This" - 4:17 "Too Legit to Quit" (featuring Saja) - 5:36 "Turn This
Mutha Out" - 4:43 "Pray" - 5:13 "Addams Groove" - 3:59
Greatest Hits (MC Hammer album) - Wikipedia
Greatest Hits (often referred to as Elton John Greatest Hits in North America) is the eleventh official album
release for Elton John, and the first compilation.Released in November 1974, it spans the years 1970 to
1974, compiling ten of John's singles, with one track variation for releases in North America and for Europe
and Australia.It topped the album chart in both the United States and the ...
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